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NewTek Spark Plus I/O 4K

Dostępność Dostępność - 4-7 dni

Numer katalogowy NSP4KIO

Kod producenta NSP4KIO

Producent Vizrt

Opis produktu
Spark Plus™ IO 4K

NewTek Spark™ Plus IO 4K are portable, affordable UHD 60p NDI® - HDMI media converters. Capture media directly from
connected cameras or devices and convert to high bitrate NDI®, or take NDI® streams from the network and convert them
for display on screens, monitors, projectors, or video walls. A Spark Plus IO 4K device is the fastest, easiest, and most flexible
way to integrate HDMI devices into your IP-based video production workflows from anywhere on the network and avoid the
cable length limitations of HDMI.

Newtek Spark Plus IO 4K offers all types of media production professionals a quick and easy solution that does not require
technical expertise, or an enterprise-level network infrastructure to use up to UHD 60p video in IP based media production
workflows. Spark Plus IO 4K is compatible with hundreds of systems, devices, and applications that support innovative
Network Device Interface technology and is ideal for live production, streaming, sports, competitive and social gaming,
corporate communications, classroom production, and more. Say goodbye to cost, cables, capture or display cards, and
confusion.

Unique Selling Points

Versatile UHD encode or decode NDI-HDMI conversion with support up to 2160p 60
Easily route NDI® to displays, great for digital signage opportunities
Works perfectly with TriCaster systems for configuration free NDI interoperability
Hundreds of third-party devices that supports NDI® needing IO connectivity

eSports - Unique Selling Points

Take eSports streaming to a new level with an UHD PC or console output
Send UHD signals between hardware devices without capture cards
Distribute UHD content to multiple screen types in eSport facilities and tournaments
Easily bring multiple computer workstations with multiple resolutions into live production

Education and Training - Unique Selling Points

Enhance video teaching apps like Panopto and Zoom with NDI enabled cameras and devices
Perfect for advanced multi-camera lecture rooms, complex medical or lab training, and simulation scenarios where
every camera and screen capture is critical to enriching the remote learning process
Cut costs and save time with IP video-based management and monitoring across campuses
Quickly route critical video messaging to digital signage and screens across campuses

Corporate and Government- Unique Selling Points

Enhance meeting and conference software by converting Pro AV cameras into NDI sources
Route critical video content to screens and digital signage across network
Fastest way to utilize IP based workflows with low latency and high quality
Save time and reduce resources with IP based remote management and monitoring

Rejestracja Vizrt
WAMM Video Solutions posiada status Platinum Partnera Vizrt
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